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More about inferential StatisticsIntro to Statis tic Inference

1. Descriptive vs 
Inferential statistics

2. Population, sample and 
sampling distribution

3. Null Hypothesis testing
4. Correlation and 

interpretation

Workshop structure

1. Choosing a statistical test
2. Paired t-test
3. Anova
4. Chi-squared distribution

Linear and Logis tic regres s ion

1. Model assumptions
2. Interpretations
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Our goal in the next 40 min

In this session, we will cover some other statistical 
procedures for hypothesis testing (quantitative 
research):

1. Choosing a statistical test
2. Paired t-test
3. Chi-square test for independence
4. ANOVA
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Presentation Notes
Over the next forty minutes, my goal is to give you an introduction to sampling and estimation, and statistical hypothesis testing. Before we get started though, I want to say something about the big picture. Statistical inference is primarily about learning from data. The goal is not longer merely describe and explore our data, but to use the data to draw conclusion about social phenomenon and the world. To motivate the discussion, I want to spend few minutes talking about a philosophical puzzle known as the riddle of induction, cause it emphatises an issue that will pop up over and over again throughout the entire workshop: statistical inference relies on assumptions. This sounds like big bad thing.



1. Choosing a Statistical test for your research
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Most likely you will need to conduct a hypothesis testing: the type of test relates directly to the data you collected and trust me you don’t wanna do a entire study :::How you can determine which one is the most convenient for your research



Many possibilities
● Estimate Population 

Proportion
● Estimate Population 

Mean
● One sample Proportion
● Two sample Proportions
● One sample t (Mean)
● Unpaired sample t
● Paired sample t
● Correlation test

● One-Way ANOVA
● Two-Way ANOVA
● Chi-Square Test
● One Sample 

Variance
● Two Sample 

Variance
● Wilcoxon rank-sum 

test
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Not even an exhaustive list of them



Most common test for quantitative research
● One-Way ANOVA
● Two-Way ANOVA
● Chi-Square Test
● One Sample 

Variance
● Two Sample 

Variance
● Wilcoxon rank-

sum test

● Estimate Population 
Proportion

● Estimate Population 
Mean

● One sample Proportion
● Two sample Proportions
● One sample t (Mean)
● Unpaired sample t
● Paired sample t
● Correlation test
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Monday
● Estimate Population 

Proportion
● Estimate Population 

Mean
● One sample Proportion
● Two sample Proportions
● One sample t (Mean)
● Unpaired sample t
● Paired sample t
● Correlation test

● One-Way ANOVA
● Two-Way ANOVA
● Chi-Square Test
● One Sample 

Variance
● Two Sample 

Variance
● Wilcoxon rank-

sum test
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



Today
● Estimate Population 

Proportion
● Estimate Population 

Mean
● One sample Proportion
● Two sample Proportions
● One sample t (Mean)
● Unpaired sample t
● Paired sample t
● Correlation test

● One-Way ANOVA
● Two-Way ANOVA
● Chi-Square Test
● One Sample 

Variance
● Two Sample 

Variance
● Wilcoxon rank-

sum test
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



What is your purpose for research question?
● Comparison:

○ Is there a differences 
between groups?
■ e.g. females vs. males
■ e.g. control group vs. 

treatment groups
■ e.g. grouping individuals 

by color preferences 
(yellow, blue)

● In this different examples, we 
have, at least, two groups and we 
attempt to find the differences

● Relationship:
○ Is there a connection?

■ e.g. what is the equation 
relating height & 
flexibility

■ e.g. can age predict 
muscle mass?

■ e.g. is medication dosage 
linked to recovery time

● In this different examples, we are 
seeking out correlation or 
causation from one variable to 
the other
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To main objectives:



What is your purpose for research question?
● Comparison:

○ Is there a differences 
between groups?
■ e.g. females vs. males
■ e.g. control group vs. 

treatment groups
■ e.g. grouping individuals 

by color preferences 
(yellow, blue)

● In this different examples, we 
have, at least, two groups and we 
attempt to find the differences

● Relationship:
○ Is there a connection?

■ e.g. what is the equation 
relating height & 
flexibility

■ e.g. can age predict 
muscle mass?

■ e.g. is medication dosage 
linked to recovery time

● In this different examples, we are 
seeking out correlation or 
relationship from one variable to 
the other
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Relationship could looks like



Type of Data you are looking at:
● Categorical:

○ Qualitative 
characteristics:
■ Mortality Rate 

(death/survival)
■ Patient Falls Rate 

(fall/not fall)
■ Which gene was 

expressed?

● Continuous
○ Quantitative or numerical:

■ Heart Rate
■ Age
■ Blood pressure
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



3 families of statistical tests

● Chi-squared

● t-test 

● correlation
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Once you figure out your experiment purpose and type of data you can choose between three man families



Purpose
● Comparison:

○ Any difference?
● Relationship:

○ Any connection?

Type of Data
● Categorical:

○ No quantitative meaning
● Continuous:

○ Quantitative meaning
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REMEMBER



Purpose
● Comparison:

○ Any difference?
● Relationship:

○ Any connection?

Type of Data
● Categorical:

○ No quantitative meaning
● Continuous:

○ Quantitative meaning

Chi-Squared Family
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



Purpose
● Comparison:

○ Any difference?
● Relationship:

○ Any connection?

Type of Data
● Categorical:

○ No quantitative meaning
● Continuous:

○ Quantitative meaning

t- Test Family
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



Purpose
● Comparison:

○ Any difference?
● Relationship:

○ Any connection?

Type of Data
● Categorical:

○ No quantitative meaning
● Continuous:

○ Quantitative meaning

Correlation Family
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



3 families of statistical tests
● Chi-squared:

○ Comparison
○ Categorical only

● t-Test:
○ comparison
○ categorical and 

continuous 

● Correlation
○ Relationship
○ continuous only
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



3 families of statistical tests
● Chi-squared:
○ Any number of 

levels/groups:
■ Chi-squared test of 

homogeneity
■ Chi-squared test of 

independence

● t-Test:
○ 1 level/group:

■ one-sample t-
test

○ 2 levels/groups:
■ two-sample 

unpaired t-test
■ two-sample 

paired t-test
○ 3+ levels/groups:

■ one-way ANOVA

● Correlation:
○ 1 independent and 1 

dependent variable:
■ Pearson’s 

correlation
■ Regression
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https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



3 families of statistical tests
● Chi-squared:
○ Any number of 

levels/groups:
■ Chi-squared test of 

homogeneity
■ Chi-squared test of 

independence

● t-Test:
○ 1 level/group:

■ one-sample t-
test

○ 2 levels/groups:
■ two-sample 

unpaired t-test
■ two-sample 

paired t-test
○ 3+ levels/groups:

■ one-way ANOVA

● Correlation:
○ 1 independent and 1 

dependent variable:
■ Pearson’s 

correlation
■ Regression
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2. Paired (Dependent) sample t-test

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section what I am gonna do is to show an example of how you do a paired t-test in practise. Now for my example



Paired-samples t-test: Example

A study was designed to see if XYZ drug was effective at 
improving their IQ. 20 patients took IQ exam and we recorded 
their results. The next day, the same patients received drug XYZ, 
took again a IQ exam and we recorded their results. 
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For my example I have decided to use a set of patients so we are going to have 20 patients all together who have been given a wonder drug that will supposedly improve their IQ. So we have given these 20 patients an IQ test and recorded results and then we gave them this drugs hopefully improve their IQ and then we gave the IQ test again to see if they actually got any better and we recorded the results. Now I show you the results in a minute but its important this point to specify your null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis As an example of data, 20 mice received a treatment X during 3 months. We want to know whether the treatment X has an impact on the weight of the mice.To answer to this question, the weight of the 10 mice has been measured before and after the treatment. This gives us 10 sets of values before treatment and 10 sets of values after treatment from measuring twice the weight of the same mice.



Paired-samples t-test: Paired data

As the name implies, paired data come in pairs. That is, two 
measurements are made on the same individual (before and 
after, for example) or on a linked pair of individuals (father and 
son, for example)
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In educ research our notes in the literature that the graduate students struggle in advance stats courses and it’s well documented that this struggle is related to a lack of understanding of basic concepts. So educational researchers develop an online workshop to help ind to improve their stats knowledge and teach students skills and techniques for successfully completing an stats courses.The researchers where interested whether or not this workshop will improve indi grad students statistical knowledges. There are many ways he could set up this experiment but lets say he decides to have 10 students to participate in the workshop. In the workshop he assess their stats knowledge using a stats assessment. He gives in the workshop practices, techniques, watch tutorials to develop knowledges and give them a post-assessment a week later. Now in this experiment setup like this, this two samples of interest in this sceneario are the two sets of scores, scores given before and the after. Cause this scores where from same sample and indviiduals, they are considered dependent. Thus, we can check the amount change between scores and use them to determine whether or not the actual workshop was useful. So this is basically what the t-test does for us in a very very simplified manner again: help us understand the differences in scores on a pretest and post test 



Paired-samples t-test: Research question

Is there any improvement in patient IQ score once they took the 
XYZ drug?
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As an example of data, 20 mice received a treatment X during 3 months. We want to know whether the treatment X has an impact on the weight of the mice.To answer to this question, the weight of the 20 mice has been measured before and after the treatment. This gives us 20 sets of values before treatment and 20 sets of values after treatment from measuring twice the weight of the same mice.



Paired-samples t-test: hypotheses

H0: µ2 = µ1  (no change in their IQ)

Ha: µ2 > µ1, (better IQ)
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So h null, the null hypothesis is gonna be well obviously you want the drug to improve their IQ so the null hypothesis is it doesnt improve it: no change in their IQ of the patients. Ha or H1 the alternative hypothesis this is what we are hoping to prove is that there is a change. We are hoping to be an improvement in their IQ after they had taken our wonder drug. So just bear in mind we will refer back to those later. Now in terms of actuall data I am gonna show this just now



Paired-samples t-test: Data (IQ Scores)

H0: µ2 = µ1  (no change in their IQ)

Ha: µ2 > µ1, (better IQ)
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I just type view() into R and I got my recorded data: you see the patientID, the IQ score before they took the drug and their IQ test after. So you can see that some of them definitively improved some got worst. But what we wanna see is if in overall improvement, if the mean IQ after we gave them the drug has improve significantly from the mean IQ before they took the drug. We are gonna use the t.test to compare the mean after with the mean before. BUTT the important thing about paired ttest is that you have to calculate your different values such means, stdv on the differences!!! Between thiis two results. So if you take patient of one, and find the differences so for each pair so substract one from the other and you find the differences and then we find the mean, std dv of the differences that is very important. It is not the sd dv of the samples its going to be the mean and std dv of the differences betweeen the pairs in the sample.So can see a couple of negatives whether people actually got worst but on the whole they do seem to be positive numbers people seems to improve after we took the drug.But what that just due to chance, can we actually assume your alternative hypothesis or they just got lucky. So this is what we are gonna look at in the ttest



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the differences 
between each pair

H0: µ2 = µ1  (no change in their IQ)

Ha: µ2 > µ1, (better IQ)
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I just type view() into R and I got my recorded data: you see the patientID, the IQ score before they took the drug and their IQ test after. So you can see that some of them definitively improved some got worst. But what we wanna see is if in overall improvement, if the mean IQ after we gave them the drug has improve significantly from the mean IQ before they took the drug. We are gonna use the t.test to compare the mean after with the mean before. BUTT the important thing about paired ttest is that you have to calculate your different values such means, stdv on the differences!!! Between thiis two results. So if you take patient of one, and find the differences so for each pair so substract one from the other and you find the differences and then we find the mean, std dv of the differences that is very important. It is not the sd dv of the samples its going to be the mean and std dv of the differences betweeen the pairs in the sample.So can see a couple of negatives whether people actually got worst but on the whole they do seem to be positive numbers people seems to improve after we took the drug.But what that just due to chance, can we actually assume your alternative hypothesis or they just got lucky. So this is what we are gonna look at in the ttest



Paired-samples t-test: T statistics formula.

Mean differences!
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T is the mean - 0 divided by s standard deviation divided by square of nWhat is important to realise here is that is not the mean samples, is the mean differences. So all the differences that we have in the table x bar is the mean of those differences



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the mean (m) and 
(sd) of the column differences.
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S, the standard deviation, again is the standard devaition of the differences now im not gonna go into detail how to calculate mean and dv I am assuming you already know that but essentially if you look at the t stats, you look at the mean of the differences, stad dv of the differences and the calculate your t statitcs. So our t statistic value is 2.585



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the t statistic 
value
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S, the standard deviation, again is the standard devaition of the differences now im not gonna go into detail how to calculate mean and dv I am assuming you already know that but essentially if you look at the t stats, you look at the mean of the differences, stad dv of the differences and the calculate your t statitcs. So our t statistic value is 2.585. What does mean? Well if you remember the larger the t value is the more confident we can be that there are differences between the two means that we compare but, how big is significant and how important is it, whether is a big enough value you have to compare with the t table 



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the t statistic 
value
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So in the t table you have the degree of freedom (numple sumples minus one)



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the t statistic 
value

Degrees of freedom = n(number of patients)-1 = 19
Level of significance = .05 (Interval confidence 95%)
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Now I quickly pop up the t table over this, so in the table the first things is df degree of freedom is n sumples minus 1 in this case 20 -1 19. Then how confident we wanna be in our results you reject the null hypothesis and happy to accept the alternative is 95%, in some situation you wanna be more confident which is good enough for most purposes. We just look at in te t table 95%. Other thing I should pointed out here is that you got a choice to one tailed to two tailed test



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the t statistic 
value

Degrees of freedom = n(number of patients)-1 = 19
Level of significance = .05 (Interval confidence 95%)
One-tailed paired t-test

H0: µb = µa   (m = 0), (no change in their IQ)

Ha: µb > µa (better IQ)
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So to be 95% confident that means we are gona have a value here so 95% of the samples and here 5%. The critical value of the 95% is the way we will look at the table. So lets bring back the table for the moment, so 95% degree of freedom down to left side. We are expecting improvement, so its one tailed test 



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the t statistic 
value

Degrees of freedom = n(number of patients)-1 = 19
Level of significance = .05 (Interval confidence 95%)
One-tailed paired t-test
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So to be 95% confident that means we are gona have a value here so 95% of the samples and here 5%. The critical value of the 95% is the way we will look at the table. So lets bring back the table for the moment, so 95% degree of freedom down to left side. We are expecting improvement, so its one tailed test 



Paired-samples t-test: Compute the t Statistic

Step Result

Null (H0) No change in IQ

Alternative (Ha) Better IQ

Level significance (α) 0.05 level

Critical values [1.7249]

Test statistic 2.5849

p-value 0.00908

Decision Reject Ho
1.72
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That means that there is less than 5% chance that they could have got this difference between the means by chance. That is very good, we are fairly confident that this drug really work 



Paired-samples t-test: Decision p-value approach

Since the p-value is less than alpha(α), we reject the H0.

There is enough evidence to suggest that treatment (XYZ drug)
has achieved better change (i.e. patients after treatment scores
got higher than before the treatment).
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4. ANOVA: one-way
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We are going to deal with the concept of anova it’s a very important concept in statistics and it pops up all over the place in particular you might recognize in regression. We are dealing with a more powerfull as it applies to a single variable and it s way we call one way anova. Lets go to anova in a one-way context 



ANOVA: Analysis of the Variance
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First we need to consider what variances actually is now hopefully you have seen this formula before its just the deviation from the mean for each observation and then we square, and add them together. Essentially is as you know some measure of the spread of the data Just the deviation from the mean of each observation and then we square it add it all together. Essentially finding some measure of the spread of the data.Do not worry to much about the n minus one for the moment cause realistically we are only at this stage in the numerator, the sum of squares which we are gonna call STT



ANOVA: Analysis Of Sum of Squares
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STT or total sum square, sum square total: in a sense you can call it the analysis of sum squares as opposed to the analysis of variance



ANOVA: Analysis Of Sum of Squares

Example:
Find the total SS for the following 
two samples

A: {2,2,3,5}
ANSWER:

B:{4,10,13}
ANSWER:

SSTA = (-1)² + (-1)² + (0)² + (2)² = 6

SSTB = (-5)² + (1)² + (4)² = 42
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So as an exercise I am going to get you try and find the total sum squares for the following two samples. Here is a and b. What we I try to do is use this formula here and find that figure SST for both these two samples. It is really quite crucial to get your head around what SST represents so I recommend pausing and seeing if you come up with the answers. So that done, the first step is to find the means of these two samples: we compute and simple the mean is 3 and 9 for each sample. Now the SST for a using this formula, I will just go through it very quickly we take each observations in turn so go 2 and then subtract 3 we subtract the mean and then square, two minus three minus one square etc, and then we get a sum square total or total sum square of 6. Then we get STTa 6 and STTb of 42. You can see the larger STT the greater spread of the data. That is evidence when we see the both samples, b has a higher spread or variance and that comes out in the STT. lets don’t forget its numerator of the variance equation anyway



One-way ANOVA: Example 1

Scores from a stats test (9 students):
{1,3,4,5,5,5,6,7,9}

STT = 42

Stream I  Stream II Stream III
{1,5,9}                                             {4,5,6}                                                       {3,5,7}
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Presentation Notes
So lets have a look at what one way anova actually is. We use this example now which is theoretical stats test where 9 students and the test score is 9 perhaps out of 10The first thing is to calculate the total sum squares that is the variance or viaration I should say that we are actually dealing with which i am trying to explain and the total sum squares in this case is 42 but you can try yourself but you just believe me (press click). Lets now pressume they are three different streams or classes: first stream we have 1,5,9 and so on Explain II and II. The question is and it is what one way anova asks there a difference between stream can we say that stream 1 did better or worst than stream two or three etc. So, how you do it?



One-way ANOVA: Example 1

STT = 42
Stream I  Stream II Stream III
{1,5,9}                 {4,5,6}            {3,5,7}
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So This a little plot to show you the three streams (EXPLAIN THE GRAPH). You can see that the mean of each stream is actually very similar, in fact is exactly the same(CLICK). The mean 1 is 5, mean 2 5 and mean 3 is 5. So if you ask the question, is there differences between streams you could definitively say no straigthaway (CLICK). Lets see how one way anova goes about to answer my question. What it does is to splits that total sum squares into two components which is the sum squares within groups  and sum squares between groups. 



One-way ANOVA: Example 1

STT = 42
Stream I  Stream II Stream III
{1,5,9}                 {4,5,6}            {3,5,7}

x ̅I = 5                  xI̅I = 5               x ̅III = 5

SSW = Sum of squares within groups = 

SSB = Sum of squares between groups =

=  
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So lets have a look at what one way anova actually is. We use this example now which is theoretical stats test where 9 students and the test score is 9 perhaps out of 10The first thing is to calculate the total sum squares that is the variance or viaration I should say that we are actually dealing with which i am trying to explain and the total sum squares in this case is 42 but you can try yourself but you just believe me. Lets now pressume they are three different streams or classes: first stream we have 1,5,9 and so on. The question is and it is what one way anova asks there a difference between stream can we say that stream I did better or worst than stream two or three etc. So, how you do it?So its a little plot to show you the three streams. You can see that the mean of each stream is actually very similar, in fact is exactly the same. The mean of streams are 5, So if you want the quetion is there is different you would say no straightaway. So lets see how one way ANOVA goes about answer my question. What if splits that total sum of squares into two componets which is sum squares within groups and sum squares between groups. NO DEAL WITH FORMULA, go trhrough example. I like to deal maths with examples CLICK next page



One-way ANOVA: Example 1

STT = 42
Stream I  Stream II Stream III
{1,5,9}                 {3,5,7}            {4,5,6}

x ̅I = 5                  xI̅I = 5               x ̅III = 5

SSW =                    (-4)²+0² + 4²              (-2)²+0²+2²   (-1)²+0²+1²
32                          8                   2

SSB =                             3(0)²                    3(0)²               3(0)²
0                          0                    0

= 42

= 0
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Presentation Notes
So the sum squares within groups basically focus on individual stream themselves. So stream I we have one five nine. Sum square within that group implies that we need to find the mean of that group which is 5. We substract five from each of observations. So 1 minus 5 is 4 square….so the component of the sum of squares within groups for this particular stream is 32.We can do it again with the Stream II, the mean of that stream is 5, we have 3 then -2 square etc. So the sum square within group looks at the mean of the group or mean of the stream.To find the sum square between groups we compare the group mean with the global mean. Here the group mean is 5 and it  turns out the global mean is also 5. 5 minus global mean 5 and then multiply with num of observations. So it that case we do not have variation between groups which is cero. So all the variation is between 9 students is occurring within the stream



One-way ANOVA: Example 2

STT = 42
Stream I  Stream II Stream III
{1,3,5}                 {5,7,9}            {4,5,6}
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Now, I am gonna play a bit with numbers and change them. If we plot we see there is aain differences between them. Again one way anova tell us if that different is significant



One-way ANOVA: Example 2

STT = 42
Stream I  Stream II Stream III
{1,3,5}                 {5,7,9}            {4,5,6}

x ̅I = 3                  xI̅I = 7               x ̅III = 5

SSW =                    (-2)²+0² + 2²              (-2)²+0²+2²   (-1)²+0²+1²
8                          8                   2

SSB =                           3(3-5)²                   3(7-5)²         3(5-5)²
12                        12                 0

= 18

= 24
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Again good point lts see if you can do this calculation yourself. You get the means for each group here X1, X2 and X3. Then we calculate the sum squares within groups but hopefully within groups is less than between so in this case we could say will be a statistically significant between the groups. I will tell you only  in a second but what becomes evidence here is CLICK



One-way ANOVA: Example 2

SST = SSW + SSB
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The is actually STT is the sum  SSW and SSB. Which is actually quite interesting property but not neccesarily immediately obvious why that would be the case CLICKNow as I said we are gonna need a statistical test which is gonna assess whether the sum squared between groups is big enough to say that’s statistical difference between the group means and it’s the f-test which is the mean square between groups divided by mean square witihn groups. Which is just the SSB and SSW figures divided by their expected degrees of freedom (number of categories&groups in this case is 3)



One-way ANOVA: Example 1 vs Example 2

SSW = 42
SSB = 0

SSW = 18
SSB = 24

n= 9, c = 3

F = 0 F = 4.0
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So here is the F statistics created by the two examples. First example cero and 4. As the means get far from each other our F statistics will be larger, is going to increase 



One-way ANOVA: Example 1 vs Example 2 vs Example 3

F = 0 F = 4.0 F = 46.2
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So even further apart from previous example, we are gonna get even higher F statistics. CLICKSo the actual 



F = 0 F = 4.0 F = 46.2
(p =1.000) (p = 0.07087) (p = 0.0002)

Do not reject Ho (at 5%) Reject Ho (at 5%)Do not reject Ho (at 5%)
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One-way ANOVA: Example 1 vs Example 2 vs Example 3
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So the actual hyptohtesting we are testing whether all three means are the same and the higher tstatistics is the more likely we are to reject the null hypothesis. Here you have the p values, the lower p values the more likely we are to reject. With this example we certainly will say in ex 3 we reject Ho



Compute one-way ANOVA in R
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But before we go, lets just have a look on the R script I was usingStream = Between groupsResiduals = within groups



3. Chi Square test for Independence
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How do we test the independence of two categorical variables? It will be done using the Chi-square test of independence.



Chi Square test for Independence:

● The Chi-Square Test for Independence evaluates the relationship 
between two variables

● It is a nonparametric test that is performed on categorical(nominal) 
data.

● Null Hyothesis is No relationship or No Differences
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Another kind of t test 



Example:

We conduct a survey with 500 Data Science graduate students (boys 
and girls) and we asked which is their favourite course: statistics, 
computer science, or Ethics & Responsibility. We would like to know 
if there is any relationship between gender and favourite course. We 
use a significant level of 5%.
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Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LE3AIyY_cn8
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Presentation Notes
https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LE3AIyY_cn8


Data Collected: Contingency Table

Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500
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On the bottom you see I have the cols totals: 120, 180 and 200 and at the rows I have row totals 300 and 200 and we have a total sample of 500 people. So we just need this information to calculate our chi-square



Chi-square test for independence (Steps):

1. Define Null and Alternative Hypotheses
2. Looking for critical value:

a) State Alpha
b) Calculate degrees of freedom
c) Look at chi square table

3. State Decision Rule
4. Calculate chi square statistic
5. State Results and Conclusion
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We are going to test this with hypothesis test approach with this 6 steps: 



Step 1: Define Null and Alternative hypotheses:

Ho: Gender and favourite course are not related (no relationship)

Ha: Gender and favorite course are related
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our null hypothesis is not relatedAlternative is are related



Step 2: a) State alpha: 0.05

How confident should you be in your test result?

Level of significance, commonly accepted 5%, then alpha 
= 0.05.
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://statisticalsage.wordpress.com/2011/09/21/difficult-concepts-research-hypotheses-vs-statistical-hypotheses/A research hypothesis is a statement of a expected relationship between two or more variables.



Step 2: b) Calculate the Degrees of Freedom
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are gonna take rows minus 1 and col minus one



Step 2: c) Look at chi-square table
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Using alpha 0.05 and 2 df we find a critical value of 5.99



Step 3: State Decision Rule

Critical value approach:

If 𝝌𝝌2 is greater than 5.99 then, reject H0
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the decision rule would be is X2 is greater than 5.99 we are going to end up rejecting the null hypothesis 



Step 3: State Decision Rule

P-value value approach?
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So the decision rule would be is X2 is greater than 5.99 we are going to end up rejecting the null hypothesis 



Step 3: State Decision Rule

p-value value approach:

If p-value is smaller than level of significance, then reject H0

i.e. the relationship is significant (we are unlikely to have got 
that by chance)
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the decision rule would be is X2 is greater than 5.99 we are going to end up rejecting the null hypothesis 



Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s calculate the X2 now. We need to find out how can we calculate the expected frequenciesOnce we have gathered our data, we summarize the data in the two-way contingency table. This table represents the observed counts and is called the Observed Counts Table or simply the Observed Table. The contingency table on the introduction page to this lesson represented the observed counts of the party affiliation and opinion for those surveyed.The question becomes, "How would this table look if the two variables were not related?" That is, under the null hypothesis that the two variables are independent, what would we expect our data to look like



Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500
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Presentation Notes
Let’s calculate the X2 now. We need to find out how can we calculate the expected frequencies



Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500
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Presentation Notes
This is a  little bit more tricky. We are gonna calculate expected frequency by



Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic
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Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 N = 500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiply freq cols time freq rows and then divide by total number of of subjects to get (other slide)



Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic (fe)

Expected table Statistics TOTAL

Boys (120*270)/500 = 
64.8

270

TOTAL 120 180 200 n = 500

Observed table Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 n = 500
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To Expected frequency for each cell.So for example, lets say we wanna define how many boys we are expected to a chosen group as their favorite course . We take the total course column per group which is 120 multiply by the raw total per boys, which is 300 and then we divide by the total number of subject which is 500 and gives 72. And in the sample we are gonna expected 72 boys to choose statistics as their favorite course. And then we continue to get the other expected values of the table for 



Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic (fe and fo)

Expected table
(fe)

Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 64.8 97.2 108 270

Girls 55.2 82.8 92 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 n = 500

Observed table
(fo)

Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 150 20 270

Girls 20 30 180 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 n = 500
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Then we will get the necessary inputs for the x square calclulations



Observed 
(Expected) 

Statistics Computer 
Science

Ethics and 
Responsibility

TOTAL

Boys 100 (64.8) 150 (97.2) 20(108) 270

Girls 20 (55.2) 30 (82.8) 180 (92) 230

TOTAL 120 180 200 n = 500

Step 5: Calculate Chi square statistic (fe and fo)
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We have the observed values and parenthesis the expected values and then we can do it chi squared



Step 5: State the results

Step Result

Null (H0) Gender and favourite color 
are not related

Alternative (Ha) Gender and favourite color 
are related

Level significance (α) 0.05 level

Degrees of freedom (df) 2

Chi-square 259.8

p-value .00000000000000022

Decision Reject Ho
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We have the observed values and parenthesis the expected values and then we can do it chi squared



Step 6: State the results

“A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the 
relation between gender and the favorite course within Data 
Science Graduate Program.  As the p-value is smaller than the .05 
significance level, we do reject the null hypothesis that the gender 
and favorite course are not related and therefore, we can conclude
that there is a statistically significant relationship between 
them”.
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Presentation Notes
How many boys we are expected to a chosen group. We take a course column per group multiply by the raw total per boys, which is 300 and then we divide by the total number of subject which is 500 and gives 72. And in the sample we are expected 72 boys to choose statistics as their favorite course. And then we continue to get the other expected values of the table
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